
Runner’s tips to get you through…  GEAR!
WORKOUT: X=TRAIN 30 MINUTES (try to keep a heart-rate of 130-150bpm.

“It’s just running, what gear do I need besides my old tennis shoes?”  That’s a pretty common 
question and the answer varies from person to person. Running can be a minimalist sport, if you 
want it to be, but nevertheless, every running shop is full to the brim with new toys, clothing, 
gadgets, etc... We are going to be spending these first two weeks gearing you up for your training 
and racing adventure; this week focusing on the essentials and next week we will talk a little more 
about what else is out there that can help you make the most of your training and make you the 
happiest runner that you can be based on your commitment level and wallet size!

SHOES:  Styles are constantly changing with each new running fad that comes out. We hear 
about barefoot running, minimalist footwear, pronation or motion control, and the list goes on. 
What it comes down to is this; there is no universal shoe!  1 Corinthians 12 speaks of our 
uniqueness in creation, we are the feet of Christ and our feet are unique! The proper footwear 
will save you in the long term by preventing injury, maximizing your stride potential, and 
providing a much more joyously comfortable run.  Here are the basics, but bottom line is that you 
need to find and build a relationship with a trustworthy running shop and allow their fitters to 
watch you walk and run so that they can fit you into the proper shoe for your stride. 

Minimalist/barefoot shoes- Made popular by the book “Born to Run,” the idea behind these 
shoes is that you learn to be light on your feet, preventing excess pounding on the joints, while 
promoting a healthy posture and form. These shoes are best for someone who is of a smaller 
stature and/or someone who strikes the ground with their mid or forefoot- runners with a heavy 
stride or “heel stickers” should be cautious with minimalist shoes. Many runners like the feel of 
minimal shoes, which in the past were used more for racing, and they develop the foot and calf 
muscles better than more cushioned shoes. However, when transitioning into these shoes, take 
your time, it can put a lot of pressure Achilles tendon and calf so if you increase your distance too 
quickly, you risk developing tendonitis which can be a long term/nagging injury. 

Neutral versus motion control- You might have heard the terms “neutral” or “pronating” and these 
terms deal with where the shoe directs your foot to land or push off as you stride. If your foot 
stays pretty inline through your stride, you are likely better in a neutral shoe, but runners who 
strike with or put their weight on the outside or inside the foot, benefit from motion control.

Fit- When you pick out a shoe, it should be about ½ a size larger than your normal footwear to 
leave room for the expansion of your foot at impact. The result of an improper fit is the dreaded 
dead toenail, which after turning blue or purple, will fall off and leaving you embarrassed to wear 
sandals all summer long! Shop for a shoe that matches your foot’s arch and width, and talk to 
your shop professional about arch support if you have had any problems with plantar fasciitis or 
other foot aches and pains. Orthotics can do wonders for knee and back problems as well so give 
them a try! There are a number on the market right now at reasonable prices. 

You are going to need a new pair of shoes every 400-500 miles (you can fluctuate some in 
between that based on your stride, the terrain you run, and the weather.  Try really hard not to 
get your shoes too wet, it kills the cushioning quickly (so if you like a good rainy day run, keep 
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your old shoes for the occasion.)  Also, keep multiple shoes run ready, it is a great habit to switch 
out between runs to keep your feet from getting too dependent on one particular type of shoe. 

ATTIRE: 

No, you don’t need to match perfectly nor do you need to spend a months salary on running 
clothing; however, you will be much happier if you get yourself some good quality, good fitting, 
good fabric running clothing (and matching isn’t a horrible thingJ!) Dri-fit and Clima-cool 
fabrics are popular right now, but the lower end of these fabrics often cause chaffing problems 
and can be stiff or uncomfortable. Contrary to popular belief, there is nothing wrong with 
running in cotton, but make sure that it is soft and understand that it is going to hold your sweat. 
No running attire should feel restrictive (you might want to show off that great running 
physique, but remember there is a time and place for it!) Just the same, baggy clothing can be 
uncomfortable or performance inhibiting. You should have a full range of motion without lots of 
extra material.  Also, consider moving to run specific shorts with the built in liners, baggy boxers 
and falling down shorts do not make it any easier to run, we promise!  All runners, girls and guys, 
remember that you don’t want to skimp on your undergarments to save a few dollars… these are 
your base layers and are going to have the most impact on your comfort level so get decent 
underwear, sports bras, and if you are going to invest in anything, we recommend moisture 
wicking socks! 

Dress in layers when you go out and on those cold days, you should be a little cold that first mile 
or two, but know that you will warm up quick. Much the same, on hot days, get sun-protecting 
fabric and dress in light colors to fend of the heat. Extreme hot or cold conditions usually call for 
specialty fabrics more than other days because they cool or warm you by wicking away moisture.

Gloves and Hats: Your ears, nose, and fingers are going to take the brunt of a cold training day! 
There is not too much that you can do for your nose, but please consider getting a good 
headband or hat and a pair of running mittens or gloves. These are areas that, as you run, catch 
cold wind the most; coupled by the fact that as you train the blood-flow in your extremities can 
decrease, leaving them susceptible to the cold. These are items, as with base layers, that it is of 
value to get sweat wicking material; a sweaty glove gets cold quick adding insult to injury!

Sunglasses- It is essential to protect your eyes just as you would protect any other part of your 
body so a good-fitting pair of sunglasses are important on those bright days… you’re looking so 
great with all this running, why cause yourself wrinkles? More importantly, if you are squinting to 
see you are not going to see uneven pavement, branches, etc as well.  Consider going for 
polarized lenses, they cut down on glare and so forth. However, make sure to get a quality pair of 
UV protective glasses that stay on your face as you prance through your training.
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